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The H ii regionsSh 217andSh 219aretextbookexamplesofaStrmgrenspheresurroundedbyanannularphotodissociationr
(MSX Survey).
An ultracompact radio continuum source is observed in the direction of the annular PDR, in both Sh 217
and Sh 219. JHK observations show the presence of highly reddened stellar clusters (AV  20 mag) in the
directions of these radio sources. These clusters are also IRAS sources, of luminosities 22 700 L for Sh 217
and 5900 L for Sh 219. Each cluster contains at least one luminous star with an IR colour excess; the one
in the Sh 219 cluster shows Hα emission. The cluster associated with Sh 217 is almost spherical and contains
luminous objects at its centre. The cluster associated with Sh 219 is elongated along the ionization front of
this H ii region.
We argue that these are ‘second-generation clusters’, which means that the physical conditions present in
the PDRs, close to the ionization fronts, have favoured the formation of clusters containing massive objects.
We discuss the physical mechanisms which may be at the origin of the observed triggered star formation.
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Introduction
Most massive stars are observed associated with dense stellar clusters (Testi et al. 1999, 2001 and
references therein). One possible interpretation of this observational fact is that the mechanism(s) for
massive-star formation requires a cluster potential; the stars may form by coalescence from intermediate
mass protostars (Bonnell et al. 1998, 2001, Stahler et al. 2000) or by accretion (Bernasconi & Maeder
1996, Norberg & Maeder 2000, Behrend & Maeder 2001), at the centres of dense clusters. However, the
observational data do not require such an interpretation; they are also compatible with the statistics of
randomly assembled stars, with masses distributed according to the standard Initial Mass Function (Bonnell
& Clarke 1999). Thus the mode of formation of massive stars is still debated. It is an important observational
challenge to identify the progenitors of such stars and to characterize the physical conditions required to
form them or the protoclusters.
Dobashi et al. (2001) have compiled a list of about 500 molecular clouds harbouring IRAS point
sources with colours typical of protostars. Their study shows that protostars in clouds associated with
H ii regionsaremoreluminousthanthoseincloudsfarfromH ii regions, thushighlightingthepartplayedbyH ii regionsinthefo
i)Starformationmayresultfromtheradiation−drivenimplosionofapre−existingmolecularclump : cometaryglobulesarefor
densityneutralmaterialformsbetweentheionizationfrontandtheshockfrontprecedingitintheneutralgas, andstarformation
We present here the case of the two H ii regionsSh 217andSh 219, withtheirnearbyassociatedclusters.Theirsimplemorph
IRobservationsofthesenewly−discoveredyoungclusters.InSect. 4wediscusstheprocessofsequentialstarformationintheligh
Description of the H ii regions
Sh 217 and Sh 219 are optically visible H ii regions(Sharpless1959)separatedbysome450.TheJ2000coordinatesoftheircen
4h58m45.s4, δ = +475905500 and, for Sh 219, α = 4h56m10.s5, δ = +472303400.
The distances
Although Sh 217 and Sh 219 are seen in projection at the edge of the supernova remnant HB9 (G160.9+2.6),
these objects are not related to HB9, which is at a distance of about 1.2 kpc (Leahy & Roger 1991) whereas
Sh 217 and Sh 219 have distances between 4 and 6 kpc. As we shall see, it is not clear whether Sh 217 and
Sh 219 lie at the same distance.
In the following we discuss the photometric distances of their exciting stars.
The main exciting star of Sh 219 is of spectral type B0V, with V =12.10 and B − V =0.53 (Georgelin et
al. 1973, Moat et al. 1979, Lahulla 1987). Using the colour calibration of Schmidt-Kaler (1982) we estimate
a visual extinction of 2.57 mag. The calibrations of Vacca et al. (1996) and of Humphreys & McElroy (1984)
for the absolute magnitude of a B0V star lead to distance estimates of 5.6 kpc and 4.6 kpc, respectively.
(The absolute magnitude is particularly uncertain for this spectral type.)
The spectral type of the main exciting star of Sh 217 is uncertain { O9.5V, B0V or O8V according to
Georgelin et al. (1973), Moat et al. (1979) and Chini & Wink (1984) respectively; consequently its distance
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is very uncertain. In Sect. 2.3 we explain why we favour an O9V or later spectral type. Assuming O9V and
using the absolute magnitude calibrations of Vacca et al. (1996) or of Schmidt-Kaler (1982) (which are not
very dierent), its observed magnitude V =11.34 and colour B − V =0.40 correspond to a visual extinction
of 2.20 mag and a distance in the range 5.18{5.35 kpc.
Thus the distance of Sh 219 is uncertain because of the uncertainty in the absolute magnitude of a B0V
star, and the distance of Sh 217 is uncertain because of the uncertainty in the spectral type of its exciting
star.
The kinematic distances deduced from the velocities of the associated molecular material (Table 1) by
using the Galactic rotation curve of Brandt & Blitz (1993) are 5.2 kpc for Sh 217 and 4.2 kpc for Sh 219.
Given all these uncertainties, we adopt, in the following discussion, a distance of 5.00.8 kpc for both
Sh 217 and Sh 219.
table Kinematic information on Sh 217 and Sh 219 tabularcccl *1mm 2cVLSR (km s−1) *1mm
The morphology of the H IIregions
Sh 219, in Fig. 1a, is a prototypical Strmgren sphere: in the optical it appears to be a nearly spherical
H ii regioncentredonitsexcitingstar.Intheradiocontinuum, showninFig.1b, italsoappearsalmostcircular, ofdiameter4.4 pc(
0)ifsituatedat5 kpc(Fich1993andreferencestherein; Leahy1997).The1.4GHzradiocontinuum(ionizedgas)mapfromtheNV
−anextensionoftheemissiontowardsthesouth−west.Leahy(1997)hasdetectedanon−resolvedradiosourceinthisdirection, as
4h56m02 .s2  0 .s4, δ = +472300600  400. Sh 219’s electron density estimated from the intensity ratio of the
[O ii]3726 − −3727 A doubletisratherlow − −170 cm −3 (Deharveng et al. 2000) { and its rms electron
density estimated from the radio continuum emission is 55 cm−3 (Roger & Leahy 1993).
However, a circular appearance does not prove spherical symmetry; a champagne-model Hii region(Tenorio−
Tagle1979)viewedface−onwouldappearsymmetricforanobserversituatedonitsaxis.InthecaseofSh 219, thechampagnemode
in agreement with the predictions of the champagne model.
Sh 217, in Fig. 2a, is somewhat elliptical, with outer dimensions of 10 pc  14 pc. Its south-west
part is the brightest, both at optical and radio wavelengths. In the radio continuum, in Fig. 2b, it ap-
pears as a half-shell surrounding the exciting star (Fich 1993, Roger & Leahy 1993, Condon et al. 1998).
Here again an ultracompact radio source lies at its south-west periphery (Fig. 2b { it is unresolved with
a resolution of 4300); its J2000 coordinates are: α = 4h58m30.s1, δ = +475803400. Sh 217 is a low density
H ii region, withanelectrondensityof50 cm−3 deduced from the [O ii]linesratio, andof20 cm−3 from the
radio emission. The shell morphology of Sh 217 may also be the signature of a champagne model. This
morphology indicates that the electron density is higher farther from the star: in the champagne model the
highest electron densities are found at the borders of the cavity carved out of the high-density neutral ma-
terial. However, in Sh 217, the velocities of the ionized gas and of the neutral material are similar (Table 1);
this suggests that, if an ionized flow exists, there is a large angle between the mean direction of flow and the
line of sight.
gure* [width=180mm]f1.eps a) Composite colour image of Sh 219 in the optical; pink corresponds to
the Hα 6563 A emission, and turquoise to the [S ii]6717−−6731 A emission(the[S ii]emissioncomesfromlow−
excitationionizedzones; itisenhancedclosetotheionizationfronts).Theseframeswereobtainedwiththe120 cmtelescopeoftheO
Provence(exposuretimes1 hand2 hrespectively).Thesizeofthefieldis5.06 5.02. North is up and east is to
the left. b) Sh 219 in the IR and radio continuum. The black contours (solid and dotted), drawn from the
MSX 8.3 µm image, are superimposed on the grey-scale 1.42 GHz continuum map of Leahy (1997). The MSX
radiance contours range from 1 to 14 10−6 W m−2 sr−1. Note the half-ring of dust emission surrounding
the H ii region.c)IntegratedH i emissionassociatedwithSh 219coveringtheLSRradialvelocityrangefrom-
21.7 km s−1 to −26.6 km s−1 (from Roger & Leahy 1993). The H i contoursaresuperimposedontheDSS2−
redframeofSh 219
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